Treatment of follicular lymphoma.
Follicular lymphoma (FL) is the most common subtype of indolent lymphomas. Several lines of evidence suggest that the prognosis of patients with FL has improved since the introduction of rituximab, although cure cannot be achieved. Although the treatment paradigm for FL has changed over the past decade with the introduction of rituximab and other agents, there is still no standard therapy to fit all patients. Instead, treatment decisions are made taking into consideration disease status (stage, tumor burden, and presence of symptoms) and patient factors including patient preferences. Rituximab-containing chemotherapy such as R-CHOP, R-CVP, and bendamustine plus rituximab is usually recommended for symptomatic patients. However, optimal rituximab-containing chemotherapy has not been established. Rituximab maintenance is one of the post-induction options for patients responding to first-line chemoimmunotherapy. For patients without symptoms and low-tumor burden, both expectant management (watchful waiting) and rituximab monotherapy are reasonable options. A very limited proportion of patients with FL are diagnosed at stage I with rigorous staging using bone marrow biopsy and whole-body imaging with computed tomography (CT) and/or positron emission tomography/CT. Although local radiotherapy has been the standard approach for these patients, its role is being questioned. Patients with FL who achieve remission eventually relapse and require salvage therapy. The salvage regimen should be chosen taking into account previous treatment and its response duration. Moreover, the presence of histological transformation should be assessed.